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Pioneer of Modern Leak and Flow Testing

Lithium-ion Battery
Testing Equipment and
Systems for Automotive Applications.
Global lithium-ion battery-cell production is expected to increase from 280 GWh today to 2,600
GWh in 2030. This aggressive growth prediction puts added pressure on EV battery
manufacturers to produce at higher volumes without sacrificing quality or safety. In addition to
high production requirements, manufacturers face the challenge of performing quality testing
without industry standard guidelines. The lack of EV battery leak testing standards has left many
manufacturers struggling to find viable testing solutions.
Uson is excited to be at the forefront of this emerging industry and applying over 55 years of
experience serving automotive manufacturers around the globe. Our leak testing experts are
working with both manufacturers and system integrators to develop testing standards for
electronic vehicle battery testing processes to support the industry in delivering the highest level
of quality and safety to consumers.
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EV Battery Testing Applications:
In many cases, leak rates are not standardized across manufacturer’s. Uson’s application team can assist in
your development of leak rate definition for EV battery component testing applications including:
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Challenges Leak Testing EV Batteries:
Billions of lithium-ion battery cells are manufactured every year for use in electric, hybrid-electric,

Uson continues to work with both EV battery manufacturers and system integrators to develop air

autonomous vehicles, medical devices, and a variety of consumer electronics products. Most quality issues

leak testing standards and processes to support the industry in delivering the highest level of quality

occur during battery-cell production, battery-module assembly, or battery-pack assembly and include:

and safety to consumers. Our air leak testers offer reliable and non-destructive testing options for
battery cells, housing, and assemblies.

Leaks allowing humidity or water into the cell
Leaks allowing electrolytes out of the cell
Modules and housing integrity
Historically, pressure and visual test methods have been used for soft-pouch, cylindrical and prismatic
cells, however, these methods can be slow, unreliable, and may miss small lithium-ion leaks that, if left
undetected, can create big quality and safety problems.

Test Types For EV Battery Applications:
Mass Flow
Pressure Decay
Differential Pressure Decay
Differential Mass Flow

Leak Testing Solutions for
Lithium-ion Batteries Used in Electric Vehicles
Uson has a variety of leak testers and test
methods for reliable and non-destructive
testing of battery cells, housing, and assemblies.
Our experts can work with your application
requirements to make equipment and test
method recommendations that will offer the
shortest cycle times and highest throughput
while ensuring safety and quality standards are
satisfied.
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Vector Leak Tester
The Ultimate In Leak

628 Differential Pressure
Decay Leak Tester
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Qualitek mR Multi-Range
Leak & Flow Tester
The proven standard for fast,
reliable leak testing in lightto-medium duty industrial
applications.

Speed, durability and
flexibility increasing
production like never before.
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Uson maintains a global service and support team, with field sales and
service experts located all over the world. This network of highly trained,
local support experts in leak testing are available, no matter where your
factory is located. As part of its aftermarket program, Uson provides
calibration, preventative maintenance, and onsite modification services to
keep the tester running in optimal condition.
Uson is fully committed to its products and does not obsolete legacy
products until technology has progressed to the point that getting
replacement parts is absolutely impossible. Even after spare parts aren’t
available, Uson’s service team will continue to support the product.
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With our strong, global team of sales representatives and support offices,
Uson provides our customers with exceptional services in all world areas.
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